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Abstract 
Wireless Sensor Network consists of several sensor nodes, these nodes loss some of their energy after the 

process of communication. So an energy efficient approach is required to improve the life of the network. In 

case of broadcast network, LEACH protocol uses an aggregative approach by creating cluster of nodes. Now 

the major concern is to built such clusters over WSN in an optimized way. This work presents the 

improvement over LEACH protocol. Hence we have different work environments where the network is having 

different capacities. The proposed work shows how the life time of the network will improve when the number 

of nodes varies within the network.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A WSN consists of tiny sensor nodes used to monitor physical and environmental conditions such as 

temperature, pressure, sound etc. These are basically used to pass their data through the network to a main 

location. The development in this field was motivated by military applications such as battlefield 

surveillance; today such networks are used in many applications such as environment and habitat monitoring, 

health care applications, home automations, traffic control etc. 

 
Figure1. Structure of wsn 

It is an sensing technology where tiny, autonomous and compact devices called sensor nodes or motes are 

deployed in a remote area to detect phenomena, collect and process data and transmit sensed information to 

users. Each network sensor node is made up of four basic components-a sensing unit, a processing unit, a 
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transceiver unit and a power unit or some energy source usually a battery. Size of the sensor motes will vary 

from that of a shoe box down to the size of a grain of dust. Similarly cost of sensor nodes may range from 

hundreds of dollars to a few pennies, depending on the complexity of the individual sensor nodes. The cost 

and size constraints on sensor nodes results in corresponding constraints on various resources such as energy, 

computational speed, memory and communication bandwidth. The topology of these sensor networks can 

vary from a simple star to a multihop mesh network. Sensors integrated into the structures and the 

environment could provide tremendous benefits to society. 

The ideal wireless sensor is networked and scalable, consumes very little power, capable of fast data 

acquisition, accurate and reliable, having less cost and requires no real maintenance. A wireless sensor 

network generally consists of a base station (or “gateway”) that can communicate with a number of wireless 

sensors via a radio link. Firstly the data is collected at the wireless sensor node, compressed and then 

transmitted to gateway directly or other sensor nodes may be used to forward data to the gateway. At last it is 

presented to the system by the gateway. Selection of sensors and communication links requires knowledge of 

the problem definition and applications. Major design considerations are battery life, sensor update rate and 

size. 

 

1.1 Characteristics of WSN: 

The main characteristics of WSN includes- 

A. Power consumption constraints for nodes using batteries or energy harvesting 

B. Ability to cope with node failures 

C. Mobility of nodes 

D. Communication failures 

E. Heterogeneity of nodes 

F. Scalability to large scale of deployment. 

G. Ability to withstand harsh environmental conditions 

H. Ease of use. 

 

1.2 Architecture of WSN 

The general architecture for WSN follows the OSI model. Basically in sensor network we need five layers: 

Physical layer, data link layer, network layer, transport layer, application layer. In addition to these layers 

there exist also three cross layer planes. This can be seen in figure given. 

Figure 2. Architecture of wsn 
 

The three cross planes or layers are named as power management plane, mobility management plane and 

task management plane. These layers are used to manage the network and also make the sensors work 

together in order to increase the overall efficiency of the network. The design of layered architecture would 

normally consist of a base station and sensors scattered in the field. One of the earliest protocols to complete 

the implementation of the layered architecture is the UNPF (Unified Network Protocol Framework), 
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multihop sensor network architecture. 

1.3 Routing using Packet Switching Technology 

Routing is the process of selecting paths in a network to send traffic of the network. This article is 

primarily concerned with routing using packet switching technology in electronic data networks. In packet 

switching network, the routing directs packet forwarding, the transmission of logically addressed packets 

from their source toward their destination through intermediate nodes, some hardware devices called 

switches, routers, gateway or bridges. Information message in form of packets forwarded through the routers, 

having routing tables which maintains a record of the routes to various network destination. Thus for 

efficient routing, it is very important to construct routing tables in the routers memory. 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD  

The proposed method is the improvement in LEACH protocol in terms to decide the next node in the 

cluster. Basically LEACH protocol is used in case of broadcast or multicast network. It gives the concept of 

load distribution and cluster based routing where the nodes are interconnected in the form of clusters and 

respectively perform the communication. In data gathering application, data from all the nodes is required to 

be collected and transmitted to the base station. A simple approach to perform this data gathering task is for 

each node to transmit its data directly to BS. Since the BS is typically located far away. So the nodes in a 

network will die very quickly. Therefore an improved approach is to use to reduce the amount of data that 

must be transmitted to the base station(sink) in order to reduce energy. This work shows by using EEP 

protocol the life time of the network will improve. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The life time of the network basically depends on number of alive nodes. If there is less number of alive 

nodes life of the network is ended. The simulation parameters which are used to increase the life time of the 

network are: 

1. Dead Nodes. 

2. Alive nodes. 

Here figure shows the output of the modified system, existing leach output is also considered for the 

purpose of comparison. 

In this scenario we are taking n=50 i.e no. of nodes in network is 50. 

 

 
Figure 3. Alive node in WSN (EEP Vs LEACH) 

The first graph will be of no. of alive nodes in WSN. The life of nodes in EEP is more than the LEACH 

protocol. In LEACH the nodes are alive between rounds 1400 to 1500. Up to 1400 rounds the nodes are fully 

alive in leach. In EEP the nodes are alive between 2400 to 3200 rounds.  

The next graph will be consists of no. of Dead Nodes in WSN. 
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Figure 4. Dead Nodes in WSN(EEP Vs LEACH). 

The life of nodes in LEACH protocol is less than the EEP. In LEACH the nodes starts to die around round 

1400. Up to 1500 rounds the network is fully dead in leach. In EEP the nodes are alive between 2400 to 3200 

rounds. Now we will see the number of packets transmitted to base station in both LEACH and EEP. The 

number of packets transmitted to base station in EEP is higher than the LEACH protocol. So for a 50 nodes 

network the efficiency is more given by an EEP protocol than the LEACH protocol 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The main function of a WSN is to gather and send the collected data to a distant BS for further processing 

and analysis. The result of simulations conducted indicates that the proposed clustering approach is more 

energy efficient and hence effective in prolonging the network life time compared to LEACH. 
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